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Abstract

The GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS; GEWEX is the Global Energy and Water

Cycle Experiment) was organized to promote development of improved parameterizations of

cloud systems for use in climate and numerical weather prediction models, with an emphasis on

the climate applications. The strategy of GCSS is to use two distinct kinds of models to analyze

and understand observations of the behavior of several different types of clouds systems. Cloud-

system-resolving models (CSRMs) have high enough spatial and temporal resolutions to

represent individual cloud elements, but cover a wide enough range of space and time scales to

permit statistical analysis of simulated cloud systems. Results from CSRMs are compared with

det_led observations, representing specific cases based on field experiments, and also with

statistical composites obtained from satellite and meteorological analyses. Single-column models

(SCMs) are the surgically extracted column physics of atmospheric general circulation models.

SCMs are used to test cloud parameterizations in an un-coupled mode, by comparison with field

data and statistical composites. In the original GCSS strategy, data is collected in various field

programs and provided to the CSRM Community, which uses the data to "certify" the CSRMs as

reliable tools for the simulation of particular cloud regimes, and then uses the CSRMs to develop

parameterizations, which are provided to the GCM Community. We report here the results of a

re-thinking of the scientific strategy of GCSS, which takes into account the practical issues that

arise in confronting models with data. The main elements of the proposed new strategy are a

more active role for the large-scale modeling community, and an explicit recognition of the

importance of data integration.



1. Introduction

The use of data to evaluate models is fundamental to science. Although ideally

evaluations can be controlled and optimized in the laboratory, in most cases atmospheric

scientists have to perform model-data intercomparisons by taking advantage of the uncontrolled

opportunities that nature provides. A model-evaluation project is complicated in at least two

distinct ways. The technical complexities are obvious and daunting: Data must be collected and

analyzed, models must be developed and run, and the two sets of numbers must be brought into

meaningful juxtaposition. This is hard enough. An additional and equally complex task, however,

is to foster communication and fruitful interactions among the diverse scientific communities

whose cooperation and combined expertise are needed in order to carry out the technical work.

The GEWEX 1 Cloud System Study (GCSS) is a case in point. GCSS was organized in

the early 1990s by K. Browning and colleagues (Browning et al., 1993, 1994). The challenges

that arise as GCSS brings observations and models together are a microcosm of challenges that

face all of Atmospheric Science. Over a period of years, GCSS has devised what we call the

"GCSS Process:" a mode of operation that appears to optimize its scientific productivity. The

GCSS Process was devised partly through trial and error and partly through introspection. The

primary purpose of this article is to outline the key elements of the GCSS Process, which, we

believe, have the potential be useful for many atmospheric science projects.

1. GEWEX is the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment.



The mission of GCSS is to facilitate the development and testing of improved cloud

parameterizations for climate and numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. GCSS deals with

collections of clouds acting as systems, spanning a range of scales. Browning et al. (1993, 1994)

envisioned that the development of improved cloud parameterizations could be aided by the use

of cloud-system-resolving models (CSRMs). These are models with high enough spatial and

temporal resolution to represent individual cloud elements, and covering a wide enough range of

space and time scales to permit statistical analysis of simulated cloud systems. According to

Browning et al., CSRMs can be used as experimental testbeds to develop understanding, to

produce synthetic four-dimensional datasets, and to test parameterizations.

It is important to recognize that, despite their high computational cost, CSRMs do not

simulate cloud systems from first principles. Although the cloud-scale and mesoscale dynamical

processes, which must be parameterized in atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs),

are explicitly simulated in CSRMs on scales down to a kilometer or so in the horizontal and 100

m or so in the vertical, the important microphysical, turbulent, and radiative processes are still

parameterized. Because CSRMs explicitly represent mesoscale and microscale dynamical

processes, the scientists engaged in CSRM-based research tend to be mesoscale and/or

microscale dynamicists.

A second important element of GCSS research involves the use of single-column models

(SCMs). As the name suggests, an SCM is essentially the column physics of an AGCM,

considered in isolation from the rest of the model, i.e. an SCM is that which the GCSS Process



aimsto testandimprove.The key utility of SCMs is that they can be used to make connections

between GCMs and data collected in the field, thus facilitating observationally based evaluations

of new and supposedly improved parameterizations, in isolation from the large-scale dynamical

framework of a GCM. Over the past several years we have seen the creation of SCMs in most of

the global modeling centers around the world, including both climate modeling centers and NWP

centers. Scientists who work with SCMs tend to be members of the large-scale modeling

community.

Both a CSRM and an SCM can be considered to represent a GCM grid column. To use

these models, we must first measure the large-scale meteorological processes that are acting on a

column of the a_nosphere. We then use the CSRMs and SCMs to compute the cloud formation

and radiative transfer processes inside the column. Finally, additional observations are used

evaluate the results produced by the models. This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 1. Field data are

used to drive the SCM and CSRM, and also to evaluate the model results. CSRMs compute some

quantities that are very difficult to observe, such as the four-dimensional distributions of liquid

water and ice. Although this simulated information is no substitute for real observations, because

as mentioned above CSRMs contain parameterizations that introduce major uncertainties, CSRM

results can, nevertheless, be judiciously compared with SCM results in order to diagnose

problems with the latter. Finally, a parameterization tested in an SCM can be transferred directly

to a three-dimensional GCM. Further discussion of SCMs, including their important limitations,

is given by Randall et al. (1996).
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An importantpremiseof theconceptoutlinedaboveis that CSRMsgivemorerealistic

simulationsthan SCMs.This is to be expected because CSRMs explicitly represent many

processes that SCMs can only incorporate in a statistical manner, through various closure

assumptions. Nevertheless, as noted by Browning et al. (1994), it is important to confirm the

expected superiority CSRM results relative to SCM results. GCSS has accomplished this,

through various case studies.

An example is shown in Fig. 2. Measurements by the ARM 1 millimeter cloud radar

(MMCR) in Oklahoma provided observed profiles of hydrometeor (cloud plus precipitation)

fraction. Fig. 2 shows that the CSRM cloud fraction profiles are in reasonable agreement with the

observed profiles of hydrometeor fraction, while many of the SCM cloud fraction profiles are

much larger. Fig. 3 compares the cloud fraction profiles for the entire 29-day Case 3 period as

observed by the MMCR, simulated by the UCLA-CSU 2 CSRM, and simulated by the NCEP 3

SCM (based on the NCEP global model). Even with a perfect model and 3-hour time averaging,

we cannot expect perfect agreement of the simulated cloud fraction over the large-scale CSRM/

SCM domain (with a diameter of 300 km) with the cloud fraction observed by the cloud radar (at

a point). Nevertheless, the CSRM cloud fraction is in good agreement with the observations,

except on the first day, and around the middle of the simulation when a clear period was

observed. There are significant differences between the NCEP SCM and observed cloud fraction

1. ARM is the Atmospheric Measurements Program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy.

2. UCLA is the University of California at Los Angeles, and CSU is Colorado State University.

3. NCEP is the National Centers for Environmental Prediction, operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.



profiles, most notably in the SCM's underestimate of cloud fraction at high levels. The NCEP

SCM diagnoses stratiform cloud fraction according to the relative humidity, and the convective

cloud fraction according to the intensity of the convection. The total cloud fraction equals the

convective cloud fraction if present; otherwise, it equals the stratiform cloud fraction. The 3-

hourly averaged surface rainfall rates, liquid water paths, and precipitable water amounts from

the CSRMs are in significantly better agreement with the observations than are the corresponding

results from the SCMs.

GCSS began its work by carrying out what we call the GCSS Process Mark 1, which is

schematically depicted in Fig. 4. The diagram refers to three communities of scientists,

represented by the rectangular boxes; these are "data collection communi_," the "CSRM

community", and the "GCM/SCM community." In order for GCSS to accomplish its goals, these

three groups have to work together.

Such cooperation must be fostered and encouraged because of "cultural differences"

among the communities, including differences in scientific background, interests, goals, and

thought processes. These cultural differences make it difficult for the communities to interact,

and this difficulty slows the progress of our science. We view GCSS as a "melting pot" for

engendering such trans-cultural interactions.

The flow of information in the GCSS Process Mark 1 is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.

Data is collected in various field programs and provided to the CSRM Community. The CSRM

Community uses the data to "certify" the CSRMs as reliable tools for the simulation of particular



cloudregime.TheCSRMCommunitythenusesits modelsto developparameterizations,which

areprovidedto theGCM/SCMCommunity.

As GCSShasevolved,wehavebecomeawarethattheGCSSProcessMark 1is seriously

incompleteandsomewhatunrealistic.Theexperiencesthatledusto thisconclusionareoutlined

in Section2.A revisedapproachisdiscussedinSection3.

= Experiences with the GCSS Process Mark 1

GCSS began with four Working Groups (WGs), each defined with respect to a particular

cloud-system type:

WG1, which deals with boundary-layer clouds including stratocumulus clouds and

shallow cumulus clouds;

• WG2, which deals with cirrus clouds;

• WG3, which is focused on extratropical layer cloud systems; and

• WG4, which investigates precipitating deep convective cloud systems.

In 1999, an additional WG was created:

WG5, which deals with polar clouds, recognizing the importance of these clouds for the

ice-albedo feedback.



Thescientificgoalsof thefiveWGsarelistedin Table 1. Each of the WGs has been quite active.

Their accomplishments were summarized in some detail by Randall et al. (2000), and are only

briefly sketched here.

WG1 aims to improve physical parameterizations of clouds, other boundary layer

processes, and their interactions. The primary approach of WG1 has been to compare

observations of cloud-topped boundary layers with simulations produced using SCMs and Large

Eddy Simulation (LES) models. Most of the leading groups modelling boundary layer clouds

have participated in the WG1 workshops, which have been held on a quasi-annual basis. The WG

has focused strongly on entrainment at the tops of stratocumulus clouds and on the sides and tops

of shallow cumulus clouds. This focus is justified by the great importance of entrainment for the

evolution of boundary-layer cloud systems (e.g., Bretherton et al., 1999 a, b). WG1 has enjoyed

fruitful interactions with large-scale modeling centers. The most effective interactions to date

have been with ECMWF and with the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO). These

centers have conducted evaluations of parameterizations within the framework of the WG1 case

studies (e.g. Lock 1998, 1999; Lock and McVean, 1999; Lock et al., 2000).

WG2 focuses on cirrus clouds. Several state-of-the-art GCMs now explicitly predict the

occurrence and amount of ice in cirrus clouds. These parameterizations are difficult to test

against the available data; for example, we currently lack global measurements of cloud ice

content. The task of WG2 is to evaluate the validity and/or stimulate the improvement of such

parameterizations through application and improvement of theory (models) and data. WG2 now



involvesthe vast majority of researchgroupsconcernedwith the detailsof modelingcirrus

clouds,with activeparticipationby large-scalemodelersandalsobykey researchersconcerned

with measurementsof cirrus clouds.Severalworkshopshavebeenheld, eachwith strong

participationby dozensof scientistsfromaroundtheworld.

WG3 dealswith midlatitudecloud systems,which areamongthe mostextensiveon

Earth.The southernoceanis coveredwith multi-layercloud systemsspawnedby relentless

baroclinicactivity, while the northern-hemispherestorm tracksproducethe brightestcloud

albedosanywhere.This type of cloud systemis of tremendousimportanceto the Earth's

radiationbudgetand to the hydrologiccycle.WG3 hasmadeextensiveuseof regionalor

"limited-area"models (LAMs), which can representthe four-dimensionalstructureof an

extratropicalsynopticsystem.Also,WG3hasmadeextensiveuseof satellitedata,includingdata

from the InternationalSatelliteCloudClimatologyExperiment(ISCC).In thesetwo ways,the

approachof WG3differsconsiderablyfrom thoseof theotherGCSSWGs.Throughfour major

casestudies,WG3hasdemonstratedthatthevariousparticipatingmodelsproduceverydifferent

simulationsof middle-levelandhigh-levelclouds.Thediabaticeffectsof sublimation,melting

and evaporationstronglyinfluenceprefrontalcirculations.In particular,sublimingcirrus can

serveto trigger prefrontaldescentthat suppressesmiddle-levelcloud. The modelstend to

producethecorrectcloudtypesin stronglyforcedsituationsbutnot in weaklyforcedones.The

WG hasconcludedthatparameterizedfall speedsandevaporationprocessesarequiteimportant

andshouldbethefocusof afuturestudy,whichmaybeperformedincollaborationwithWG2,.
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WG4dealswithdeep,precipitatingconvectivecloudsystems,whichareactiveoverlarge

portionsof theTropicsandalsoduringthesummeroverthemid-latitudecontinents.Thesecloud

systemsproducegloballysignificantprecipitation,whichisassociatedwithconvectiveheatingof

thetroposphere,aswell aslargecloudradiativeeffectsat the surface(solar)andat thetop-of-

atmosphere(solarandinfrared).Thegoalof WG4is to improvetheparameterizationof these

cloudsystemsin GCMsthroughanimprovedphysicalunderstandingof cloudsystemprocesses.

Theseprocessesinclude deepcumulusconvection(convectiveupdraftsanddowndraftsand

associatedmesoscalecirculations),shallowcumulusconvectionlinked to the boundarylayer,

elevatedor mid-levelshallowmoistconvection,stratiformcloudmicrophysics(includingtheice

phase),the interactionof radiationwith clouds,and boundarylayer turbulence.WG4 has

conductedextensivestudies basedon TOGA COARE data (e.g. Bechtoldet al., 2000;

Redelspergeretal.,2000),andiscurrentlyworkingwithARM data.

In January1999,theGEWEXScientificSteeringGroupapprovedtheformationof GCSS

WorkingGroup5, whichdealswithpolarclouds.A GCSSfocusonpolarcloudsis motivatedby

poor understandingof thephysicalprocessesat work in thepolarcloudyboundarylayer,poor

simulationsof polarcloud,radiation,andboundarylayer processesby currentGCMs,andthe

predictedArctic amplificationof greenhousewarming.Severalfeaturesof the polar climate

contributeto thedifficultiesin simulatingthecloudandradiationenvironmentby GCMs.These

include cold temperatures and low humidities, organized in complex vertical structures including

inversions; unusual cloud types such as diamond dust, persistent mixed phase clouds, thin

multiple cloud layers, and convection from leads in sea ice; and the highly reflective and
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heterogeneoussnow/icesurface.To improveGCM simulationsof polarcloudprocesses,WG5

aims to improvethe parameterizationsof mixed-phase-cloudmicrophysics;radiativetransfer

througha cloudyatmosphere;theformationanddissipationof boundarylayerclouds;andthe

turbulentprocessesatwork instableboundarylayers,whichareprevalentin theArcticespecially

in winter.WG5projectsconsistof casestudiesthatcanbeusedto evaluateLESmodels,CSRMs,

radiative transfer models, and explicit microphysics models. In addition, some datasets of longer

period (e.g. greater than 3 weeks) are assembled specifically to evaluate single-column and NWP

models. WG5 is presently using data from the FIRE Arctic Clouds Experiment (Curry et al.,

2000) and Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA; Uttal etal., 2000). A major data

processing and integration effort is underway to prepare case studies for WG5 activities. Data for

future case studies are expected to be provided by the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

(ARM) program, which in March 1998 began a long-term deployment of instrumentation at

Barrow, Alaska (Stamnes et al., 1999). WG5 also plans to work with other groups that are

planning field experiments in Antarctica.

Early GCSS meetings were dominated by mesoscale and microscale dynamicists; there

was some but not much participation by the GCM/SCM Community. From the beginning, GCSS

has worked hard to engage the GCM/SCM Community. As part of this effort, GCSS conducted a

workshop in November 1998, which was hosted by the European Centre for Medium Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The meeting brought together a diverse group of over a hundred

scientists with strong common interests, who nevertheless rarely hold joint meetings. The

participants included global modelers with an interest in cloud parameterization, mesoscale and

11



microscalecloud modelers,radiativetransferspecialists,and remotesensingspecialists.The

Workshopsucceededin producinga senseof communicationamongthevariousgroups,andthis

wasin factoneof its primaryaims.A furtherprimaryaimwasto entrainnewparticipantsinto

the variousGCSSWGs.TheWorkshopincludedbothinvitedandcontributedlectures,poster

papers,break-outgroupsfor discussionof assignedtopics,and,of course,a planto producethis

Proceedings.A summaryof the Workshophas been published(World Climate Research

Programme,2000).Perhapsthe most importantpracticalbenefitof the Workshopwas the

exposureof the globalmodeling,radiativetransfer,and remotesensingcommunitiesto the

parameterization-testingopportunitiesofferedbythevariousGCSSWGs.Interactionsinitiatedat

the Workshophavenow givenrise to scientificallyproductiveparticipationin the WGs.The

Workshopwas intendedto initiate scientificinteractionswhich would thenbecomeongoing,

facilitatedat leastin partthroughtheGCSSWGs.IndicationsarethattheWorkshopsucceeded

in thiswaytoo.A follow-upWorkshopisplannedfor May2002,in Kananaskis,Canada.

= An assessment, and mid-course corrections

Broadly speaking, a successful GCSS project has one (or, ideally, both) of two outcomes:

A promising new cloud parameterization, developed and/or tested through the activities

of a GCSS Working Group, is adopted for use in a climate model, or an NWP model,

or a CSRM.

Previously unknown or unexplained cloud processes are simulated using a CSRM, thus

providing a pathway to scientific understanding.
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TheGCSSProcessMark1hasproducedresultsof bothtypes.FivevibrantWGsarehardatwork,

generatingintegrateddatasets,andpublishingtheresultsof variouscasestudiesbasedon these

datasets.SCMsarenowbeingusedatvirtuallyall globalmodelingcenters.In addition,GCSShas

successfullyfacilitatedthedevelopment,testing,andapplicationsof someinterestinganduseful

new parameterizations.The 1998ECMWFWorkshopbroughtaboutsuccessfultrans-cultural

interactionsamongthevariousparticipatinggroups.

Nevertheless,GCSShasnotyetfully achieveditsambitiousgoals,for severalreasons:

Despiteyearsof effort,it continuestobenecessaryto workhardto attractagood

showingof globalmodelersto attendtheWGmeetingsandparticipate(withSCMs)in

casestudies;higherlevelsof participationareneededfromtheGCMcommunity.

Experienceshowsthatit isnecessaryfor theGCSSWGstospendasubstantialfraction

of theirenergydata integration, which consists of producing observation-based

datasets suitable for use with the CSRMs and SCMs. Data integration was not

sufficiently recognized as a major activity in the 1994 Science Plan, which did,

however, envision the "preparation of carefully assembled case study data sets"

consisting of model output together with observations. We now appreciate that such

datasets are themselves among our most important products, because they provide a

comprehensive and internally consistent portraits of the processes at work in the

atmosphere.
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AsaresultofthestudiesperformedbytheGCSSWGs,it hasbecomeabundantlyclear

that"syntheticdatasets"generatedusingCSRMsandLESmodelsarenotyet

sufficientlyreliabletobeusedasproxiesfor realdata,exceptincarefullyselectedcases

andeventhenonlywith theutmostcaution.

At first,GCSSdidnotadequatelyrecognizetheimportantroleof satellitedatain the

GCSSProcess.

GCSSwouldbenefitfrom muchmoreparticipationonthepartof theradiativetransfer

community.Cloud-radiationinteractionsmustandwill playamoreprominentrolein

GCSSWG studies.

Withfive WGsholdingannualmeetings,plusannualmeetingsof theGCSSScience

SteeringGroupandtheGEWEXScienceSteeringGroupandtheGEWEXModeling

andPredictionProgramme,thecommunityis findingit difficult to copewith the

demandsfor travelandpreparationsfor meetingactivities.Ourcuprunnethover.

Analogousproblemshavebeenencounteredelsewherein theAtmosphericSciences.

To addresstheseissues,we havedevelopeda revisedversionof the GCSSProcess,

designedas a "mid-coursecorrection"to improvethe scientificproductivityof GCSS.The

conceptis shownin Fig. 5.Thekeydifferencesfrom Fig.4 aretheredandblueitems.In brief,

the existenceand keyroleof a dataintegrationcommunityarenow acknowledged,theGCM/

14



SCMcommunitynow playsa moreactiverole in the GCSSProcess,andthe importanceof

satellitedata,aswell asfielddata,isnowexplicitlyrecognized.

First, considerthe dataintegrationactivity. Simulationsof cloudinessproducedwith

climatemodelsareverydifficult to evaluateusingfield-studyobservationsalone,becauseof the

limitedspatialandtemporalsamplingof suchfieldstudies.Datasetswith greaterspatialandtime

coverage,aswell as long-termstatisticalcomposites,areneededto facilitatetheevaluationof

climate models.Evenafter the datahavebeencollected,a strategyis neededfor making

connectionsbetweenthedataandvariousmodelsof interest.Therawdatamustbe integratedin

orderto yield productsthatcanbeusedto force modelsor to initializemodelsor to evaluate

modelresults.Oneof theprimarytasksof GCSS,from theverybeginning,hasbeento produce

suchintegrateddatasets.Theintegrateddataproductsareprovidedto boththeCSRMgroupand

theGCM/SCMgroup.

GCSSnow addressesthe needfor suchdatasetsthroughan explicit data integration

activity, which is indicatedin Fig. 5. Just as global modelersaskquestionsof and receive

answersfrom the CSRMcommunity,boththe globalmodelersandtheCSRMcommunityask

questionsof the data,i.e.,theylearnby directlyconfrontingtheirmodelformulationsandtheir

modelresultswith observations.In addition,modelerscanuncover(andalreadyhaveuncovered)

problemswith theobservations.Forexample,modelingstudiesperformedbyGCSSWG4were

instrumentalin thediscoveryandcorrectionof problemswith theTOGACOAREsondedata.
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Certain intrinsic characteristics of the modeling and observing communities make it

difficult to bring models and data together. For the most part, observers are content to develop

and (sometimes) apply retrieval algorithms to produce a data stream, and feel that their

responsibility stops there. Climate modelers want neat, gridded, averaged, and in short "ready-to-

eat" geophysical variables presented as data products. They do not want to hear about or think

about random errors or sampling biases. They cannot make use of raw radiometer data, or raw

lidar data, or raw cloud radar data, or raw satellite data, or raw sonde data, or raw profiler data, or

raw aircraft data. They lack the expertise to make meaningful use of raw data. Moreover, such

the analysis of raw data is a full time job, which, if undertaken by the modelers, would preclude

timely modeling progress. Data integration is the process by which we bridge this yawning gap

between what the data-collection community provides and what the modeling community needs.

Data integration consists of bringing together data from disparate instruments, and combining

them into a coherent and comprehensive physical description of what was observed, in a form

suitable for use in the evaluation of the relevant models.

To facilitate the efficient production of integrated datasets, we have created, within

GCSS, a panel-based activity called "Data Integration for Model Evaluation (DIME)." DIME

was formed to coordinate collection, analysis, and dissemination of integrated datasets for the

case studies used to evaluate cloud system models and the parameterizations of clouds in GCMs.

The tasks of DIME include:

• Coordination of data collection, quality checking, product definition, re- formatting,

16



archival,anddisseminationof a setof casestudydatasets.

Generationof diagnosticdatasetsfor eachcasestudybycombining"local"datasets

fromfield campaignsthatproducedcomprehensivesetsof surface-basedandaircraft

observationswith "global"satelliteandre-analysisdatasets.

• Provisionof liaisonbetweenGCSSandGRP.

Limitedanalysisandcomparisonof independentmeasurementsto document

measurementuncertainties.

Collectionof setsof cloudprocessmodeloutputsfor eachcasestudyto becombined

with theobservationsin thefinal products.

Developmentof a linkedsetof Webpagescontainingdocumentation,bibliographies,

andlinks toadditionalrelateddatasources.

AlthoughGCSSat largehasbeencarryingout thesetasksattheWorkingGrouplevelfor some

yearsnow,DIME is nowcentralizingandcoordinatingtheactivity,thuseliminatingunnecessary

duplicationof effort acrossWorkingGroups,andfosteringthe generationof more uniform

integrateddataproducts.

goal

We nowturn to therole,within GCSS,of the large-scalemodelingcommunity.A key

of GCSSis is to fosterthedevelopmentof improvedcloud parameterizationsfor usein

17



climatemodels.Predictably,however,GCSShasto a largeextentbeendistractedfrom true

parameterizationdevelopmentandevaluationwhatwe call the"IntercomparisonTrap." Many

(althoughnot all) of the GCSSWG activitiesto datehaveinvolvedorganizingcasestudies,

simulatingthe caseswith multiple CSRMsandothermodels,andintercomparingthe model

resultsandthedata.It is a matterof recordthatsuchintercomparisonscanandsometimesdo

yield useful scientific results;an exampleis shownin Fig. 2, which definitely provides

scientifically useful information. Intercomparisonsare especiallyvaluablefor establishing

communitybenchmarksandfor exposingoccasionalgrosserrorsin particularmodels.In the

absenceof active model developmentand other substantivescientific work, however,

benchmarkswouldbeof little value.Forthisreason,intercomparisonsshouldbea"background"

activity of GCSS,ratherthan its primarymodus operandi. GCSS must focus primarily on

specific scientific questions related to cloud parameterization, so that parameterization

development occurs. We are therefore consciously steering our work away from the

intercomparison mode, and focusing more on the focused evaluation of specific

parameterizations used in climate models.

Note that we said "evaluation" rather than "development." No one should imagine that

simply running CSRMs driven with data somehow leads to the development of new

parameterizations. The CSRMs and SCMs are only tools for testing ideas. The solutions to our

problems are the ideas themselves, which can be codified in the form of cloud parameterizations.

The GCSS Process Mark 1, as summarized in Fig. 4, portrays the CSRM community as the

primary producers of ideas in the form of parameterizations, and the GCM/SCM community as
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relativelypassive consumers of these ideas. Experience shows that this is unrealistic, for two

reasons. First, the CSRM community does not necessarily know what the GCM/SCM

community wants or needs. Second, to the extent that the GCM/SCM community is viewed as

playing a relatively passive role, it becomes difficult to involve them in the GCSS WG activities

to the extent desired. In short, we have learned that parameterization development requires the

active participation oflarge-scale modelers as well as cloud-system modelers.

The CSRM community has wonderful computational tools, but these tools must be

focused on issues of relevance to the GCM community. This has in fact happened in some cases,

especially in WGs 1 and 4. We note, however, that these two WGs have enjoyed a relatively high

level of participation from the GCM community, and that in fact the GCM-oriented participants

have already played a significant role in influencing the research conducted by WGs 1 and 4.

In the GCSS Process Mark 2, the GCM/SCM community plays a key role by posing

questions; this is indicated very explicitly in Fig. 5. The questions posed by the GCM/SCM

community are closely associated with the conceptual underpinnings of the parameterizations

proposed by the GCM/SCM community; for example, a question might be of the form "Is

closure assumption X realistic?" Answers are provided by the CSRM community, based on their

CSRM simulations and comparisons with observations. In short, GCSS now recognizes the need

for the GCM/SCM community to play an active role in GCSS, and to provide the CSRM

community with guidance concerning current issues in cloud parameterization as perceived by

the GCM/SCM community.
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It orderfor this to work, GCSSmust attractsufficientlymany representativesof the

globalmodelingcommunityto GCSSWG meetings,and GCSSmustensurethat the global

modelershavean activeand visible role in the activities.Herea simplepracticalstrategyis

proposed:Each GCSS WG meeting now features one or two presentations of spec_c new

parameterizations and their performance in SCM tests (and other tests), to be presented by

invited representatives of the GCM community. These presentations are designed to "pose

questions" in the sense of Fig. 5.

Within the global modeling community there is a cadre of radiative transfer specialists.

Radiative transfer is among the most climatologically important processes at work in cloud

systems. GCSS must address the role of radiative transfer through cloud systems in order to

achieve its goal of improving cloud system parameterizations for climate models. Some GCSS

WGs have given an appropriate level of attention to radiative processes, while others have

focused on cloud dynamical issues with prescribed radiative tendencies. It is essential that

radiation processes receive a higher overall level of attention in future GCSS projects. In order

for this to happen, it will be necessary to entrain radiative transfer specialists into the GCSS WG

activities. The simplest and most effective way to do this is to proactively invite radiative transfer

specialists into our WG meetings, give them an opportunity to present their science to the WGs,

and engage in dialogs with the aim to identify scientific issues of mutual interest. This is an

exercise in scientific match-making. The GCSS WG Chairs must take it upon themselves to bring

the parties together, so that nature can take its course.
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SCMsand CSRMscannotrevealthe interactionsof parameterizedprocesseswith the

large-scaledynamics,simplybecausethelarge-scaledynamicalprocessesareprescribed.This is

an importantlimitation.The implicationis that parameterizationsmuststill be testedin full

GCMs.The globalmodelingcommunityincludestheoperationalNWPcentersaswell asthe

climate modelingcenters.OperationalNWP providesexcellentopportunitiesfor comparing

modelresultswith data.

GCSSexiststo provideand/orstimulateideasand improvementsin parameterization

schemesusedin bothclimateandNWPmodels.Nevertheless,the large-scalemodelerscontinue

to providesignificantinputto theGCSSby identifyingthekeyproblemareasfor whichexisting

w,l_.,, are considered crucial to
parametrization schemes are inadequate (or non-existent), and " "_"_"

the success of AGCMs.

NWP has a major role as the principal environment for developing and testing of

schemes, and hence can provide feedback and focus to GCSS WGs. NWP can routinely compare

the physics of its models with observations in the data assimilation and short-range forecasts

environment. This allows the separation of problems specific to a physical process from the

overall drift of longer climate-type integration.

Most_NWP centres now have an in-house SCM, based on their GCM, which serves as a

testbed for the development and debugging of model parametfization codes. The SCMs are best

utilized in parallel with the ability to extract column data from the forecast or analysis. The

resulting data sets allow the timestep-by timestep sampling of the behavior and evolution of all
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parameters and the dynamical forcing at any location on the Globe. In the absence of forcing

deduced entirely from observations (a difficult and inevitably limited task), the forcings extracted

from the analyses or short-range forecasts allow a much greater range of situations to be studied.

Current short-and medium-range forecasts in NWP do not take into account variations in

SST. This effectively disables many cloud feedbacks. Seasonal predictions, which are now being

made operationally at various NWP centers, do include predicted sea surface temperatures and so

cloud feedbacks on seasonal (and shorter) time scales can be examined in the context of seasonal

forecasting.

4. Concluding discussion

GCSS is combining data with both high-resolution cloud-system models and single-

column models derived from lower-resolution global models, with the primary goal of

developing and testing improved cloud parameterizations for use in the global models. As we

have worked to carry out this program, have learned that the integration of observational datasets

into "model-friendly" forms is an activity that must involve modelers in addition to the scientists

involved in collecting the data. We now recognize such "data integration" as a major research

activity that is essential for successful comparison of model results with data.

In addition, we have learned that parameterization development and testing is a process

that can only succeed with the active participation of the global modeling community. For the

most part, the global modelers know very well what their problems are, and what questions they

need answers to. The observational community and the cloud-system modelers are positioned to
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provide answers to these questions. Dialogs are, therefore, just what we need. The GCSS

Working Groups are organized so such dialogs occur frequently and naturally.

Recently, Grabowski and Smolarkwiewicz (1999), Grabowski (2001) and Khairoutdinov

and Randall (2001) have begun exploring the use of CSRMs as "super-parameterizations,"

running interactively inside GCMs. This represents an intriguing new mode of interaction

between the CSRM and GGM/SCM communities. We look forward to seeing its impact on the

field.
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Table Captions

Table 1: Scientific objectives of the five GCSS Working Groups.
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Working Group 1 aims to improve physical parameterizations of boundary-layer

clouds. (http.J/www.amath.washington.edu/~breth/GCSS/GCSS.html)

What controls the entrainment on the tops of stratocumulus, and on the tops and sides of

cumulus?

What are the physical processes that are responsible for the selection of cloud type (Sc versus

Cu) and cloud amount?

What are the consequences of cloud properties (micro- and macrophysical) on the cloud

radiative properties and the energy balance at the Earth's surface and top of the atmosphere?

How are the mesoscale circulations in the cloud-topped boundary layer generated and how does

the mesoscale variability interact with other processes such as: entrainment, radiation and

drizzle?

Can the dynamics of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) be represented by a model that works

across PBL regimes, or must different regimes be identified based on external criteria, and then

modeled separately?

Working Group 2 focuses on cirrus clouds (http'E/eos913c.gsfc.nasa.gov/

gcss_wg2/).

What level of microphysical complexity/sophistication is required for adequate treatment of cirrus

clouds and their effects in large-scale models (climate and NWP)? A related critical question is:

What level of microphysical complexity/sophistication is required for adequate treatment of cirrus

clouds in remote sensing applications, both space-based and surface-based?

Table 1 : Scientific objectives of the five GCSS Working Groups.
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Whatverticalresolutionisrequiredinlarge-scalemodelstoenableadequaterepresentationof

thelarge-scaleforcingtocirruscloudformation?

Towhatextentistheparameterizationofclouddynamicalprocessesandfeedbacks(radiation-

latentheat- dynamics)requiredforthetreatmentofcirruscloudsinlarge-scalemodels?

Similarly,towhatextentmusttheambientmesoscale(gravity)waveenvironmentbeexplicitly

takenintoaccount?

Whataretheeffectsoftheambientaerosolpopulationoncirruscloudproperties,anddo

variationsinaerosols(oraerosolactivationspectraviadynamics)leadtosignificantvariationsin

cloudproperties?Howimportantisheterogeneousnucleation,andwhenis it important?

Can/shouldtheparameterizationofcirruscloudsformedvialarge-scaleascentina large-scale

modelbeappliedtocirrusformedviadetrainmentfromdeepconvectivecloudsystems?

Working Group 3 focuses on midlatitude cloud systems (http'J/www.msc-

smc.ec.gc.caJG EWEX/GCSS/GCSS_wg3.html)

How important is it for AGCMs to realistically parameterize sub-grid scale mesoscale cloud

structure and cloud layering in extra-tropical cloud systems?

What level of complexity of parameterized microphysical processes is needed in order that

weather and climate general circulation models can realistically simulate extra-tropical cloud

systems?

What is the validity of microphysical parameterizations in weather and climate general circulation

models for mid-latitude cloud systems forced by orography?

Why are climate models deficient in developing clouds in the weakly forced regimes of mid-

latitude cloud systems?

Table 1: Scientific objectives of the five GCSS Working Groups.
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Whyarethecomponentsofthewaterbudgetassociatedwithmid-latitudecloudsystemspoorly

representedinclimatesimulations?

WG4 deals with deep, precipitating convective cloud systems, which are active

over large portions of the Tropics and also during the summer over the mid-

latitude continents (http-J/www.met.utah.edLVskrueger/gcss/wg4.html).

The occurrence (frequency and intensity) of deep convection. This includes the diurnal cycle of

deep convection over land, and other interactions with the boundary layer.

The production of upper tropospheric stratiform clouds by deep convection. This includes the

issue of microphysical complexity: how much is required in GCMs and NWP models?

Parameterized versus resolved motions as horizontal resolution increases. This is an issue now

for mesosca!e NWP mode!s and for future global NWP models and GCMs.

Working Group 5 deals with polar clouds (http'J/paos.colorado.edu/faculty/

curry_homeJindex.html).

How does the phase of lower tropospheric clouds depend on temperature and aerosol

characteristics, and how are mixed phase clouds maintained?

What is the mechanism that leads to the multiple-layering of cloud systems over the Arctic

Ocean, and to what extent does this complex vertical cloud structure need to be resolved in

GCMs?

To what extent must unusual features of the polar boundary layers (e.g. cloud top humidity

inversions, heterogeneous underlying surface) be represented in GCMs to adequate simulate

boundary layer clouds in the polar regions?

How do clouds and their radiative effects influence the physical and optical properties of the

snow/ice surface?

Table 1 : Scientific objectives of the five GCSS Working Groups.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Diagram illustrating how a CSRM and an SCM can be combined with field data to develop

improved parameterizations for GCMs. The arrows in the figure show the "flow of

information." This flow starts with the field data, in the lower right-hand corner of the

figure.The observations collected during field are used with both the CSRM and the SCM,

in essentially the same three ways for both models. First, both models are initialized from

observations. Second, both are "driven" with the observations of, for example, large-scale

vertical motion. Finally, the results that the two models produce, in response to this

observed forcing, are compared against other observations collected in field, e.g.

observations of cloudiness and surface radiation. Through data assimilation, field data

also can be directly used by GCMs, although that is not part of the SCM approach. This

figure is adapted from Randall et al. (1996).

Fig. 2: Comparison of simulated and observed cloud fractions, averaged over a three-week

period at the Southern Great Plains site of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements

Program (ARM). The left panel shows SCM results, and the right panel shows CSRM

results.

Fig. 3: Time-height cloud fraction for WG4 Case 3, surface to 16 km: (top panel) observed by

MMCR (3-hour averages), (middle panel) simulated by UCLA-CSU CSRM (1-hour

averages), and (bottom panel) simulated by NCEP SCM (3-hour averages). Color indicates

cloud fraction, which ranges from 0 (violet) to 1 (red).

Fig. 4: The GCSS Process Mark 1, as envisioned by Browning et al. (1993, 1994). Data is collected

and used to drive CSRMs. Analysis of the CSRM results leads to the development of
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improvedcloudparameterizations,whicharethenprovidedto thelarge-scalemodeling

community.A revisedversionofthisdiagramisgivenin Fig.5.

Fig.5: A revisedGCSSProcess;comparewith Fig.4. Thekey differencesfrom Fig. 4 are

indicated by the red and blue items in the present figure. Satellite data is recognized as

having an importance comparable to that of field data. Data integration is now recognized

as a key activity distinct from the others. The scientific questions that are posed in the

process of parameterization development are now shown to originate within the GCM/

SCM community and/or the CSRM community. Answers to these questions are obtained

through the use of CSRMs together with data.
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